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Software & AI/ML Engineer
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LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/jordanfungtc/
Website: jordanfung.com

Entrepreneurial innovator, technology educator,
keynote speaker and founder of award-winning
ventures and research. 
Previously founded PEDOSA, a patented IoT SaaS
startup recognised by UN, EU and HK government and
received widespread media coverage, among other
ventures and non-profits.
Early admitted with scholarship at the age 16 to the
Technion-Israel Institute of Technology; currently a
fourth-year student and researcher in AI robotics.
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Issac Chan
Business Development
UI/UX Designer

Experienced web UI/UX designer, business advisor,
and founder of several international ventures. 
Experienced in building influencer communities in
various verticals; previously founded Conofin Group
and Claybel Music Records, and co-founded Prosplay
HK Esports Community with more than 500+ active
members and 20+ global partnerships.
Third-year Tech Tiger (top 10%) student at the City
University of Hong Kong, College of Business.



Not using Social

Media

70%

On Social

Media

30%

Huge Growth Potential in
Emerging Countries as up to

80%+
African population not using

social media in 2022

The Influencer Economy

Global Influencer
Advertising Revenue

US$31bn 

by 2023 (projected)

China
is the largest influencer market

in the world, with 3.7 million
full-time influencers serving
800 million Internet users

Projected Social Media 
Management Market Growth

US$51.8bn
in 2027

Social Media Management Market by Component, Deployment Mode, Organization Size, Application, Vertical & Region - Global Forecast to 2027 (ReportLinker)

 2022

Influencer Advertising - Worldwide (Statista)

Active social network penetration in selected countries and territories as of January 2023 (Statista)



Social Media Brand IP 
IP

Paid Advertising Post

Paywalled Content

Live Stream E-comm 

Diversified Revenue Streams of Influencers/KOLs

Product sales commission
Ads post revenue
Brand spokesperson

Product sales commission 
Contract-based revenue
Brand spokesperson

Native SM platform
advertising revenue
Branded merchandise 
 sale revenue

Membership revenue
Offline event ticketing and
sponsorship revenue



The Problem

Influencers struggling to produce engaging

content, expand their audience, and to

monetise their social media presence.

Career professionals and ordinary people

wanting to build their personal brand on

social media but have no idea how to start.

Existing Influencers Aspiring Influencers

Influencer
Persona

Content
Strategy

Content
Creation

Promotion &
Engagement

Monetization

Difficulty in identifying

their niche and personal

brand identity with the

right tone and voice for

their profile.

High level of uncertainties

in content strategy: what to

post and when to create

the most engagement. 

Pain Points in the Influencer Workflow

Struggling to identify the

latest trend and to

account for the nuances of

each platform.

Difficulty in expanding

their audience and

keeping up with the

changes in social media

algorithms. 

Lack of transparency in

marketing partnerships

and finding ones that align

with their brand values.



We interviewed dozens of influencers and
their managers. Here's what we found.

Mention about inconsistencies in quality and
tone across different posts and platforms.

English Tutor / Social Media Influencer 

Want to integrate ChatGPT with different

sources in the market.

Social Media Department Editorial Head

Want to Stay up to trend about the latest KOL

posts for better ad targeting and resonates

with their market audience. 

Ads Managing Staff

Prefer all-in-one ideas gathering and

categorizing platforms to schedule posts.

Social Media Content Creator

Want a platform to get resources from
different similar posts from different sources 

Website Copywriter

Want to stay up to trend for content creation,

with a prebuilt template for post design and

data comparison of posts.

Social Media Account / PR Manager ...



Our Solution

AI-Powered web app SaaS platform for social media influencers
empowering anyone to build their personal brand with engaging
content, expand their audience reach, and monetise their presence.

Influencer Persona AI
Trend Analysis +

Content Creation AI
Social Media Audience

Engagement AI  
Content Strategy AI

Develop the persona that

highlights your personal story

and personality. 

Formulate the cross-platform 

 content strategy that will yield

maximal engagements.

Analyse the latest trends to find the

most suitable stories and create

platform-specific content.

Analytics and automated

engagement tools to help you

expand your audience.



Develop the persona that highlights
your personal story and personality. 

Generate platform-specific profiles and
taglines using a fine-tuned AI
transformer model, based on the
influencer's personal characteristics. 

Influencer Persona AI

Work history and personal story
Educational background
Personal interests and hobbies 
Personality and writing style

Mockup image for illustration purposes.



Formulate personalised cross-platform
content strategy that will yield maximal
engagements, including posting
frequency, content type and theme. 

Content Strategy AI

Short text content (Twitter, Weibo)
Long-form text content (LinkedIn, Zhihu)
Short video content (TikTok, IG Reels, Xigua)
Long-form video content (YouTube)

Mockup image for illustration purposes.



Trend Analysis +
Content Creation AI

Fetching the latest news stories from media outlets
and social media based on content strategy.

1.  Fetch

Employ AI/NLP embeddings to shortlist stories by
relevance to the required theme and profile.

2.  Rank

Cross-platform fine-tuned AI transformer model
text and graphics content generation based on the
selected story and user profile. 

3.  Create

Mockup image for illustration purposes.

Analyse the latest trends to find the most
engaging stories for theme and profile and
create platform-specific content.



Social Media Audience
Engagement AI

Integration with all major social media
platforms to schedule content post based
on the content mix strategy and schedule

Content performance analytics and
audience engagement, AI automated
replies and likes to comments 

Mockup image for illustration purposes.



B2C SaaS Subscription

Influencer Persona AI
Content Strategy AI
Trend Analysis & Content Creation AI
Social Media Audience Engagement AI 

Monthly subscription for social media
influencers to use our suite of SaaS AI social
media management tools. 

B2B Web3 Marketplace 

Influencer Representation
Campaign Management
Blockchain Smart Contract 
Metaverse Marketplace 

Provide a trusted and transparent platform for
companies to advertise with influencers and
for influencers to monetise their presence. 

Business Model



Personalised social media profile and
content mix strategy
AI-powered trend analysis to create the
most relevant content  
Content creation optimised for the
nuances and culture of each platform
Empower anyone to build and monetise
their personal brand 

The most comprehensive SaaS suite
for social media influencers

Traditional Social Media
Management Tools 

Competitive Advantage

VS
Limited functionality with posts
scheduling and comment replies only 
No personalised content strategy, trend
analysis or generative capabilities 
Not effective in building personal brand,
audience engagement or monetisation 



Advancing the UN Sustainable Development Goals

From career professionals to stay-at-home parents, Viralizard empowers anyone  
to build their personal brand and monetise their social media influence.



contact@viralizard.com
@ViralizardAI


